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METHOD OP OPERATION
SHIPPING- CIRCUIT

Arranged To Trip Machine Ringing - Before Operator Listens In - “1“ Positions
Swi tchdoard — Puli Mechanical Power Driven System#

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

1* This circuit is used to trip the machine ringing current on calls incoming
to a zero and intercepting operator. It is so arranged that the telephone circuit
is not connected to the cord circuit until after the ringing has been tripped#

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

OPERATION

2* When the talking key in a zero and intercepting opera tor* a cord circuit is
operated on an intercepted call* ground is connected to lead 0 operating the TR re-
lay. The TR relay operated* closes a circuit operating the 0 relay on the first
closure of the interrupter* from battery through the winding of the relay* break
contact of the C-l relay* contacts of the 149 type interrupter (which has a *2
second make and a *2 second break) make contact of the TR relay, break contact of
the CO relay* to ground over lead D. When the interrupter breaks its contact, the
short circuit is removed from the winding of the C-l relay which now operates in
series with the 0 relay to the same ground over lead D. The C-l relay operated,
connects one winding of the CO relay to the interrupter contacts, operating the
CO relay to ground on lead D on the second closure of the interrupter* The CO re—
lay operated, connects ground to lead CO-1 operating two relays in the cord cir-
cuit, and locks through its outer winding and make contact over lead D* The Core-
lay operated, also opens the circuit through the 0 and C-l relays, releasing the
relays* The operation of the relays in the cord circuit, connects a resistance
across the tip and ring of the cord, tripping the ringing current and cuts in the
operators telephone circuit* When the talking key is released, the TR and CO re-
lays release restoring the circuit to normal.

3* On zero and two numoer calls the CO relay operates when the answering
cord is inserted in the jack of the calling line, thus preventing the operation
of the C and G—1 relays*
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